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1. Introduction

This document outlines the software requirements for the Active Park Assist project. Section 1 provides a brief introduction to the project and the Software Requirements Specifications. Section 2 outlines the product. Section 3 explicitly states the project requirements. Section 4 provides models of the requirements. Section 5 includes a rapid prototype of the product. References follow in Section 6, and the point of contact can be found in Section 7.

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of the Software Requirements Specification is to define assumptions and requirements for the product. The goal is to provide a high-level understanding of the project and clarity for all stakeholders involved. This document will provide understanding among the customers, management, and development teams and act as the starting point for development.

1.2 Scope

The software product to be produced is the Active Park Assist feature, which is part of an embedded automotive system. The APA feature is intended to accurately and safely park a vehicle without driver intervention. APA will reduce the stress of parking and prevent collisions while consistently performing adequate parking procedures.

When activated by a user, APA will prompt the user to select a perpendicular or parallel parking space (based on the user’s selection for parking type), and autonomously shift gears, accelerate, brake, and steer the vehicle into the verified spot without colliding with parked cars or other obstacles that may cross the vehicle trajectory and obstruct the vehicle’s motion. Additionally, the software will also ensure that the parking request was initiated by the driver, not an external source.

1.3 Definitions, acronyms, and abbreviations

The following definitions from Active Park Assist Project Description [4]
APA – Active Park Assist: The product to be developed for safely and accurately parking the vehicle outlined in these specifications

ASIL – Automotive Safety Integrity Level: An automotive standard for which the APA software must conform to the highest level

BCS – Brake Control Subsystem: A subsystem of APA that accepts inputs from the Park Control Subsystem to slow the vehicle in order to meet the required trajectory by applying the brakes

HMI – Human Machine Interface: A subsystem of APA that accepts driver inputs, displays camera information, and handles telltales/warnings.

PCS – Park Control Subsystem: A subsystem of APA that manages the Active Park Assist feature. It accepts the driver input from the HMI subsystem, calculates the vehicle trajectory based on information from the Vehicle Position Subsystem, and issues commands to the other subsystems.

PMS – Powertrain Management Subsystem: A subsystem of APA that accepts inputs from the Park Control Subsystem to accelerate the vehicle and select the gear lever position in order to meet the required trajectory.

SCS – Steering Control Subsystem: A subsystem of APA that accepts inputs from the Park Control Subsystem to steer the vehicle in order to meet the required trajectory.

SRS – Software Requirements Specification: This document outlining the APA product software requirements

VPS – Vehicle Position Subsystem: A subsystem of APA that processes data from the vehicle’s cameras/radar in order to identify parking spots and verify vehicle position throughout the duration of a parking event.

1.4 Organization
Following this Introduction in Section 1, the rest of the SRS is outlined as follows:

Section 2 – Provide a comprehensive description of the product, including the pertinent functions, constraints, assumptions, and dependencies.

Section 3 – Enumerate specific requirements.

Section 4 – Graphically model the requirements in a precise and consistent manner. Follow the UML standard for creating use case, state, domain, and sequence diagrams.

Section 5 – Provide a rapid prototype that demonstrates the product behavior across key scenarios. Include instructions for operating the prototype.

Section 6 – Outline references used in this work.

Section 7 – Provide a point of contact for any questions or concerns regarding this document or any of the artifacts generated herein.

2. Overall Description
This section introduces the APA feature, namely the context, primary functions, constraints, expectations about the user, assumptions and dependencies, and requirements determined to be out of scope for the current version of APA that are developed based on customer negotiations.
2.1. Product Perspective

APA is one of many features of an autonomous driving system. As such, it is an embedded automotive system that coordinates with other systems within the vehicle. Being an embedded system constrains the possible hardware and software that can be used. Additionally, APA itself coordinates the work of autonomously parking by utilizing several existing subsystems that are defined in SRS 1.3. These existing software interfaces that must be used are the BCS, SCS, VPS, PMS, and the HMI, which must work with the PCS that is being developed to manage the APA feature holistically. The HMI is the user interface that allows the driver to control APA setup and view the surrounding area via external cameras and sensors. The system is also constrained by the vehicle’s hardware, including sharing its battery, WiFi, Bluetooth and CAN capabilities with the vehicle’s other systems. Additionally, it is restricted by the constraints of the sensors that are mounted around the vehicle (which are used by VPS). The quality of the cameras, ultrasonic, and radar systems all impact the quality of the APA system, and any fault in that hardware must be considered for safety and quality assurance.

2.2. Product Functions

APA must first be turned on by the driver through the HMI interface. The system will then prompt the user to select the type of parking desired (parallel or perpendicular) through the HMI. After the driver has selected the type, the cameras in the VPS will begin scanning the area to identify a possible parking space. When a space has been identified, the HMI will prompt the user to validate the selected option and trajectory. After the user has validated the selection, APA will take over steering (with SCS), braking (BCS), acceleration/gear shifting (PMS) and use VPS to maneuver the vehicle from its current location to the target space, coordinated by PCS. While on the path to the target space, APA must be monitoring for obstacles with the ultrasonic sensors, cameras, and radar. If the system detects an obstacle, the vehicle will come to a stop, notify the driver of the obstacle, and deactivate autonomous parking. The driver then receives control of the vehicle. During the maneuver, the HMI will display the surrounding camera view and any warnings for the driver. When the vehicle reaches the target, PMS will shift into park to end the maneuver. Once the vehicle is successfully parked, the HMI will notify the driver of the end of the maneuver and that APA is deactivated, returning controls to the driver. If at any time during the maneuver the driver steps on the brake pedal or moves the steering wheel, APA override occurs, and the driver regains control of the vehicle. The system must also be robust against malicious cyber-attacks and verify that the controls come from the driver/APA, not an external party. In the event of a cyberattack, APA will be disabled. In the event of a subsystem/sensor failure, the vehicle will come to a stop, notify the driver of the malfunction and advise the driver to take the vehicle to a dealership. APA will be deactivated until the error is resolved.

2.3. User Characteristics

The user is the person driving the vehicle. It is expected that he or she should be a legally authorized driver and able to follow the HMI instructions to activate and set up APA. The system should be made in a way that any driver can easily use the system without intervention, as few assumptions about the user are made. The driver must also
be able to drive the vehicle once APA has been deactivated. It is likely that most users of the system will be new drivers or elderly drivers who may have more trouble parking.

2.4. Constraints

Security
The system must have a means of verifying that the driver has initiated the request. The system should check that the request was not a result of a fault in the HMI system or a malicious 3rd party attack. The system should also maintain a firewall to block unauthorized commands that come from outside the vehicle, either over Bluetooth or WIFI. As a further security consideration, APA can only be activated while the vehicle is moving less than seven miles per hour. Additionally, the HMI system, which can connect to a driver or passenger’s mobile device via WIFI or Bluetooth cannot directly access any of the vehicle’s actuators or sensors, only through the PCS.

Safety
The system shall stop the vehicle, return control to the driver, and deactivate itself when obstacles move into the vehicle’s path during the parking maneuver. Once a parking event is initiated, it shall be complete in no more than 20 seconds. A single point failure of any sensor input shall be detectable. Sensor failure will result in APA being deactivated and the driver being notified to go to the dealership for repair. The system also depends on the vehicle being in good-working condition; this means the hardware and software must be operational. The vehicle also must have functioning brakes, power steering, and acceleration.

System
The system is built on existing subsystems, so APA is constrained to the functionality and constraints of those. This includes the hardware constraints, such as the quality of the sensors, sharing battery, memory, and networking capabilities (through CAN, Bluetooth, and on-board WIFI). The system is also limited by the existing subsystems’ software and computing capabilities. As an embedded system, APA will need to quickly operate, but some processes, such as computer vision consume many resources and are relatively slow operations. The quality of such an operation constrains the quality of the overall system and my take some resources away from other systems or subsystems.

2.5. Assumptions and Dependencies

1. The user interacts with the HMI through a touch-screen interface.
2. The software receives user interaction messages (either from the touch screen, steering wheel, or brakes) that are correct and in a concise and efficient manner.
3. The Parking Control Subsystem uses CAN to interface with the necessary subsystems, and data packets are delivered correctly, on time, and in order. The protocol recovers from errors in a data packet transmission.
4. The hardware in the vehicle has adequate memory to perform all necessary computations.
5. The Parking Control Subsystem always correctly identifies error states in external sensors.
6. The Vehicle Positioning Subsystem always identifies a parallel or perpendicular parking spot correctly.
7. The vehicle is in working mechanical condition (transmission, brakes, steering, accelerator, engine, sensors).
8. The sensors and accompanying software always identify obstacles accurately.
9. The driver must be going < 7 mph in order for the system to accurately identify a spot.

2.6. Apportioning of Requirements
1. The algorithm for calculating the vehicle trajectory.
2. The computer vision/detection software used for identifying parking spaces and obstacles.
3. Specific technology for detecting external intrusion.
4. HMI should connect to the user’s phone via Bluetooth, and to the vehicle’s network via WIFI. This interaction should be authenticated and restricted to one device in the vehicle at a time.
3. **Specific Requirements**

1. System allows the vehicle to automatically park in parallel or perpendicular space.
2. System interacts with user through the HMI interface.
3. System will maneuver the vehicle along the correct trajectory using acceleration, braking, forward, and reverse.
4. System must be activated through the HMI interface.
5. System allows driver to select the type of parking space (parallel/perpendicular).
6. System uses 1 camera mounted in the front of the vehicle and 1 camera mounted in the rear of the vehicle to identify parking spaces.
7. System uses 4 ultrasonic sensors on each side of the vehicle and 2 ultrasonic sensors on the front and back to measure the space between vehicles for parallel parking.
8. System identifies spots that are large enough for the vehicle (1.2 times the vehicle length for parallel parking or 9 feet for perpendicular) and plans the trajectory to the spot.
9. Driver validates the spot selected, and the vehicle’s path for the spot through HMI.
10. The vehicle must have automatic transmission.
11. Only after selection is validated, APA will shift the transmission into reverse/drive as needed. It will then accelerate, brake, and steer vehicle into the spot.
12. Radar/camera system will continuously monitor vehicle position while maneuvering to ensure the vehicle will not collide with other parked vehicles/obstacles (solid, immovable objects, people or animals).
13. Radar sensors adjacent to cameras will detect objects within 10 feet of the vehicle on its trajectory, specifically while reversing.
14. High quality cameras must have a view of 170 degrees and 50 feet behind the vehicle.
15. Cameras must display the video scene to the dashboard via Bluetooth or CAN with the vehicle, the vehicle’s trajectory, surroundings and an aerial view.
16. After the maneuver, the vehicle shifts into Park to finish the parking process.
17. After the maneuver, APA becomes inactive. The HMI indicate the end of the parking process, and the driver resumes control of the vehicle.
18. The system should work without driver intervention.
19. The system deactivates whenever the driver steps on the brake or moves the steering wheel. The driver should be notified that APA has been aborted through HMI.
20. The system will identify obstacles that have moved into the path after the maneuver started. If an obstacle is identified the system stops the vehicle, shuts down APA, and returns vehicle control to the driver.
21. The system will verify that the driver started the request to park rather than a fault in HMI system or malicious attack.
22. The maneuver shall be completed in no more than 20 seconds.
23. A single failure of any sensor input shall be detectable, and the driver should be notified of the malfunction and directed to go to the dealership. The system will also shut down in the case of a malfunction being encountered.
24. The system should be able to distinguish between obstacles (solid, immovable objects, people, or animals), snow, curbs, debris on the ground, and vehicles.
25. The system must be ASIL-d certified.
4. Modeling Requirements

The models below are intended to visually show the logical paths for the APA system as interpreted by the development team based on the abovementioned requirements. The section follows with four types of models: use case diagrams to show high-level functionality, domain model to show key entities and their relationships, sequence diagrams to show changes over time in the system for the scenarios posed by the customer, and a state diagram to show how the entities in the system can interact with each other over time.

4.1. Use Case Diagrams

Figure 1 below is a depiction of a use case for the system. The external actor Driver is shown on the left, outside of the system boundary (blue box). The use cases (defined below in Table 1) are circled inside of the system boundary and include: Activate APA, Select Parallel or Perpendicular Parking, Validate Parking Spot & Trajectory Choice, Deactivate APA, Identify Parking Spot & Path, Park Vehicle, Detect & Avoid Obstacles, Steer Control, Acceleration & Gear Shifting Control, Brake Control.

![Figure 1: APA Use Case Diagram](image)

**System Boundary:** Border of blue box  
**System includes:** Park Control Subsystem, Powertrain Management Subsystem, HMI Subsystem, Brake Control Subsystem, Steering Control Subsystem, Vehicle Position Subsystem

Table 1: Use Case Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activate APA</td>
<td>The Driver must use the Human Machine Interface (HMI) to activate Active Park Assist (APA) before any of the APA features are available. Once activated, the Driver must then Select Parallel or Perpendicular Parking. While the APA is active, the HMI must indicate what type of parking is selected (APA button will be lit). The APA system must be ASIL d certified and properly working for APA to function. If any malfunctions are detected while being activated, or at any other time while parking, the system will notify the Driver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>Driver, System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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through the HMI and indicate that the vehicle should be taken to a dealership for repair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case:</th>
<th>Deactivate APA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>Driver, System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>APA is deactivated in the following scenarios:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Driver depresses the brakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Driver turns the steering wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. APA has completed the parking maneuver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Primary &amp; Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extends:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-refs:</td>
<td>17, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Cases:</td>
<td>Park Vehicle will Deactivate APA upon successful maneuver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use Case: Select Parallel or Perpendicular Parking

| Actors: | Driver |
| Description: | After Driver has activated APA through Activate APA, the Driver selects desired parking type as Parallel or Perpendicular through the HMI. |
| Type: | Primary & Essential |
| Includes: | N/A |
| Extends: | N/A |
| Cross-refs: | 2, 5 |
| Use Cases: | Required step in fully activating the system after Activate APA Select Parallel or Perpendicular Parking used in Identify Parking Spot & Trajectory and therefore must be completed beforehand |

Use Case: Identify Parking Spot & Trajectory

| Actors: | System |
| Description: | After the system has been activated and the Driver selected the parking type, the system begins scanning for available parking spaces of the appropriate type and size for the vehicle (1.2 times the length of the vehicle for parallel or 9 feet for perpendicular) using the mounted cameras, ultrasonic sensors, and radar and plans the Trajectory of the vehicle. |
| Type: | Primary & Essential |
| Includes: | N/A |
| Extends: | N/A |
| Cross-refs: | 6, 7, 8, 14 |
| Use Cases: | Select Parallel or Perpendicular Parking before APA identifies parking spot/trajectory  
|           | Spot must be identified before Validate Parking Spot & Trajectory Choice and Park Vehicle commence |

| Use Case: | Validate Parking Spot & Trajectory Choice |
| Actors: | Driver |
| Description: | After the system has been activated, the Driver has selected the parking type, and the system has found a parking space/trajectory, the Driver then must accept the identified parking spot and vehicle trajectory through the HMI. This is also a necessary step in ensuring APA security, as APA must only be activated by the Driver, not an external party. |
| Type: | Primary & Essential |
| Includes: | N/A |
| Extends: | Identify Parking Spot & Trajectory |
| Cross-refs: | 2, 9, 15, 21 |
| Use Cases: | Identify Parking Spot & Trajectory must be completed before validation  
|           | Validation begins Park Vehicle |

| Use Case: | Park Vehicle |
| Actors: | System |
| Description: | After the parking spot and trajectory have been verified by the Driver in Validate Parking Spot & Trajectory Choice, APA use vehicle subsystem to park the vehicle in the chosen spot by autonomously steering (SCS), accelerating (PMS), braking (BCS), and shifting gears (PMS). While parking, the vehicle must continuously detect and avoid obstacles/collisions (through Detect & Avoid Obstacles) and allow for Driver override (with Deactivate APA). The process of completing the maneuver must be timely. Once the maneuver is completed, APA will shift into Park and Deactivate APA, thus alerting the Driver via HMI of parking completion. Any conflict in sensor data (coming from radar/camera sensors) will flash a notification via HMI indicating which sensor(s) may have failed and to take the vehicle to a dealership for repair. If a sensor has failed, APA will stop the vehicle and be then be deactivated, and the Driver resumes control. |
| Type: | Primary & Essential |
| Includes: | Validate Parking Spot & Trajectory Choice, Detect & Avoid Obstacles, Steer Control, Brake Control, Acceleration & Gear Shifting Control |
| Extends: | N/A |
| Cross-refs: | 1, 3, 7, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23 |
| Use Cases: | Validate Parking Spot & Trajectory Choice must be completed first  
|           | Continuously Detect & Avoid Obstacles while parking  
|           | Uses Steer Control, Brake Control, Acceleration & Gear Shifting Control to park vehicle in selected space  
<p>|           | Deactivate APA to be done upon completion of maneuver |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case:</th>
<th>Detect &amp; Avoid Obstacles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>While the system is active and in control of steering, APA use camera and sensor (VPS) to detect obstacles in the vehicle’s Trajectory (within 10 feet of the vehicle) and uses PMS, SCS, and BCS to modify the vehicle’s path to avoid collisions with detected obstacles, coordinated by PCS, camera output and obstacle warnings to Driver via HMI. If an obstacle is detected, the vehicle must stop, notify the driver, and return control to the driver to complete the maneuver. The system must be able to differentiate between obstacles (including solid, immovable objects, humans, and animals), vehicles, snow/debris on the ground, and curbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Primary &amp; Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extends:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-refs:</td>
<td>7, 12, 13, 14, 20, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Cases:</td>
<td>Must continuously Detect &amp; Avoid Obstacles to safely Park Vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case:</th>
<th>Steer Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>APA will autonomously control the power steering capabilities of the vehicle to follow the chosen trajectory into the selected parking spot and to prevent collisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Primary &amp; Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extends:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-refs:</td>
<td>1, 3, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Cases:</td>
<td>Park Vehicle will use Steer Control to move the vehicle along the trajectory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case:</th>
<th>Brake Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>APA will autonomously control the braking system in order to safely complete the parking maneuver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Primary &amp; Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extends:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-refs:</td>
<td>1, 3, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Cases:</td>
<td>Park Vehicle will use Brake Control to complete the maneuver and prevent collisions if obstacles are detected on the trajectory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case:</th>
<th>Acceleration &amp; Gear Shifting Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>APA will modify the vehicle’s speed and direction (forward vs. reverse) by accelerating or shifting gears as needed to travel along the trajectory to the selected parking space. The vehicle must have an automatic transmission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Primary &amp; Essential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Use Cases: Park Vehicle uses Acceleration & Gear Shifting Control to control vehicle movement to complete the parking maneuver.

4.2. Domain Model

The domain model in Figure 2 below depicts a high-level view of the key entities and their relationships to one another. Specific definitions for the key entities are defined in the data dictionary (Table 2).

![Domain Model Diagram]

**Table 2: Data Dictionary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brake Control Subsystem</td>
<td>Brake Control Subsystem (BCS) accepts inputs from the Park Control Subsystem to slow the vehicle in order to meet the required trajectory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>brake:bool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boolean for whether the system should engage the brakes. True to brake the car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brake_strength:double</td>
<td>A double corresponding to the strength of braking power to engage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operations**

| apply_brake(brake, brake_strength):int | If brake flag set, engage the brakes to amount brake strength. Returns system status. |

**Relationships**

| The BCS has an association with the Park Control System (PCS) since the BCS receives signals from PCS to engage/disengage brakes to control vehicle movement appropriately. |

**UML Extensions**

| N/A | |

### Element Name | Description
---|---
**Driver** | The Driver or user who interacts with APA via HMI.

**Attributes**

| input:int | The Driver selects a button which corresponds to an integer input. |

**Operations**

| send_input(input):int | The Driver's choice input is sent to the HMI to give instructions to APA. |

**Relationships**

| There's an association between Driver and HMI with the Driver pushing buttons to send signals to APA via HMI. |

**UML Extensions**

| N/A | |

### Element Name | Description
---|---
**Human Machine Interface Subsystem** | The Human Machine Interface Subsystem (HMI) accept Driver inputs and displays the camera feed and warnings.

**Attributes**

| driver_input:int | An input signal from the Driver for their button selection. |

| camera_info:image | The stream of images HMI receives from external cameras and is displayed to the Driver. |

| warning:string | A warning is displayed to the driver. |

**Operations**

| verify(driver_input):bool | Verify the Driver’s selection and ensure the selection came from the Driver, not a third-party. |

| display(camera_info, warning):string | HMI displays the video stream from the cameras and any |

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Element Name</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park Control Subsystem</td>
<td>The Park Control Subsystem (PCS) manages the Active Park Assist feature. It accepts the Driver input from the HMI subsystem, calculates the vehicle trajectory based on information from the Vehicle Position Subsystem, and a command is issued to other subsystems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brake:bool</td>
<td>A Boolean flag indicating whether to activate the Brake Control Subsystem based on current position, speed, trajectory, as well as the presence of obstacles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accelerate:bool</td>
<td>A Boolean flag indicating whether to activate the Powertrain Management Subsystem based on current position, speed, trajectory, as well as the presence of obstacles to move the vehicle appropriately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calc_trajectory(vehicle_pos, target_pos, spot): &lt;vector&gt;double</td>
<td>Takes input of position, the target position and the parking space to calculate the vehicle’s trajectory to complete the parking maneuver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issue_command():bool</td>
<td>Park Control Subsystem uses the calculated trajectory to determine if another subsystem needs to be activated and what should be done to meet the correct trajectory. Invoke operations in other subsystems and return. True on successful invocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deactivate_apa():bool</td>
<td>Boolean indicating if PCS should end the parking session, stop managing the other parking subsystems, and return the control to the driver.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relationships**

Park Control Subsystem has associations with all of the other subsystems as this is the manager of the APA feature and coordinates signals from all of the subsystems to complete the parking maneuver.

**UML Extensions**

N/A

**Element Name**: Powertrain Management Subsystem

**Description**: The Powertrain Management Subsystem (PMS) accepts the input from the Park Control Subsystem to accelerate the vehicle and select the gear lever in order to meet the required trajectory.

**Attributes**

- **accelerate**: bool
  - Boolean from Park Control Subsystem for activating acceleration.

- **accelerate_strength**: double
  - A Double of acceleration (m/s²) strength/amount needed to meet the trajectory coming from PCS.

- **gear_lever_pos**: int
  - Position of the gear lever (forward, reverse, park).

**Operations**

- **gear_select(accelerate_strength)**: int
  - Takes accelerate_strength to calculate which gear lever position to be in. Returns system status.

**Relationships**

Associations with Park Control Subsystem which sends Powertrain Management signals for accelerating and the strength to accelerate.

**UML Extensions**

N/A
### Steering Control Subsystem

The Steering Control Subsystem (SCS) accepts the input from the Park Control Subsystem to steer the vehicle in order to meet the required trajectory.

#### Attributes
- **steering_pos**: double
  - The angle of the steering wheel to control the vehicle’s direction.

#### Operations
- **change_steering(int)**: int
  - Input integer from Park Control Subsystem that changes steering_pos. Returns system status.

#### Relationships
- Association with Park Control Subsystem which updates the steering_pos to steer the vehicle along the correct path.

#### UML Extensions
- N/A

---

### Vehicle Position Subsystem

The Vehicle Position Subsystem (VPS) processes data from the vehicle’s cameras/radar in order to identify parking spots and verify vehicle position throughout the duration of a parking event.

#### Attributes
- **isObject**: bool
  - True if detected object on trajectory gets close.
- **car_pos_x**: int
  - Car’s latitude
- **car_pos_y**: int
  - Car’s longitude
- **camera_info**: image
  - Stream of images from the external cameras of the surroundings.

#### Operations
- **calc_obj_dist(car_pos_x, car_pos_y)**: int
  - Calculates the distance between objects and the vehicle in order to prevent collisions.
- **find_parking()**: bool
  - Uses the cameras to calculate distances between objects to find available parking space. Returns true if at least one is found.
- **send_pos(car_pos_x, car_pos_y)**: int
  - Sends the car’s position to PCS. Returns 0 on success, otherwise it failed.
stream_cameras(camera_info):int

Sends camera feed to PCS to be displayed along with any warnings. Returns 0 on success, otherwise it failed.

Relationships

Associations with Park Control Subsystem to send the vehicle’s position and to send notification of an available parking spot or obstacles near the vehicle, and from PCS to VPS to start looking for a parking space and sending information to PCS.

UML Extensions

N/A

4.3. Sequence Diagrams

Sequence diagrams show object lifelines indicated by the dotted lines descending from the boxed object in order to depict how these objects interact over a given scenario. The sequence diagram descriptions are in the note boxes below the figures.

4.3.1. Scenario 1: Standard Parallel Parking

The driver activates the HMI interface. Then, the HMI interface asks what type of parking the driver wanted (parallel). With the driver’s input, HMI activates the Parking Control Subsystem. The Parking Control Subsystem activates the Vehicle Position Subsystem to find a parking spot and check the distance between the vehicle and other objects. After the parking spot is found, the HMI will send a message to get the driver’s permission to park. If validated by the driver, the Parking Control Subsystem will calculate a parking trajectory and manage the Powertrain Management Subsystem to control the speed of vehicle and the driving direction and manage the Break Control Subsystem to stop the car. After the vehicle finishes parking at the right spot, the Parking Control Subsystem will send a success message to the HMI, and the HMI will tell the driver the parking has finished. During the automatic parking, the driver can stop it whenever they want. If the parking fails or the system cannot find parking spot, HMI will receive a message. The parking spot found is >1.2x the length of the vehicle, and the vehicle speed is limited to < 5 mph while parking.
Figure 3: Sequence diagram for standard parallel parking

4.3.2. Scenario 2: Subsystem Failure

The Driver activates APA. Then, the HMI notifies PCS to be activated. The Driver then selects a parking type, and HMI sends the selection to PCS. PCS asks VPS to find a spot and return the locations of the spot and vehicle. PCS uses this information to calculate a parking trajectory. PCS issues the results to HMI to be displayed. The Driver accepts the selection, and HMI verifies that the Driver made selection for security purposes. PCS then takes control of PMS and begins the parking maneuver. PCS applies the brakes using BCS, but BCS responds with an indication that it has encountered a fault. PCS commands PMS to shift the vehicle into park. PMS notifies PCS when this is complete. PCS deactivates APA and issues the fault code to HMI for display. The Driver sees the fault and must acknowledge it through HMI.
4.3.3. Scenario 3: Security Event

The Driver sends input to HMI. HMI verifies that it has come from the Driver. If true, then HMI activates APA, and APA begins issuing commands. If false, HMI ensures APA is deactivated since the Driver did not initiate the sequence.

4.4. State Diagram

The state diagram below shows the states of the overall APA system and includes the possible states of the subsystems that make up the APA.
5. Prototype

The purpose of the first prototype is to show the development team’s interpretation of the customer’s requirements and visually demonstrate the system’s logic surrounding each of the customer-provided scenarios. The figures below provide examples of the user-experience with APA with the user-interface as the system progresses through various parking situations. After the user has selected various inputs to determine the simulation, a video will play showing the changes in speed with the speedometer (controlled by PMS and BCS), steering with the steering wheel position (SCS), gear-lever (PMS), and camera feed (composited aerial view from all the cameras/sensors)/warnings on the HMI (receiving input from the VPS) which are managed by the PCS. The details of the system are abstracted away in this prototype, only showing high level functionality. The screenshots below provide an abridged view of this experience.

5.1. How to Run Prototype

Prototype 1 is available online at [http://cse.msu.edu/~chenkuny/project/prototype1.html](http://cse.msu.edu/~chenkuny/project/prototype1.html) as of November 18, 2019. Provided the user has an up-to-date internet browser and bandwidth, the prototype will run as-is, without any special plug-ins or downloads required in the browser of their choosing (tested on Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Safari, and Firefox on Windows 10, MacOS, and Debian Linux distributions).

The prototype page gives a description of the APA system and graphical instructions at the top of the page. The bottom of the page has the interactive HMI module, instructions for operating the HMI, and buttons for the user to select which scenario to view, given their inputs with the HMI.

The user can run the prototype by clicking on the diagram of the HMI to set up a session. As noted in the instructions for interacting with the HMI online, for the screens in which there is no user input option (ex. When not selecting parking type or verifying
the selected space/trajectory), the user must still click anywhere on the HMI screen to proceed to the following screen. This is a feature of the web interface, not the vehicle interface (those transitions occur based on time, not user inputs). If the buttons for selecting a scenario to be played are not clickable, the user has not finished interacting with the HMI module yet.

After that is completed, the user can select one of the options on the lower right to play the full scenario as a driver would experience it. These options specify the “environment” or scenario (for both parallel and perpendicular parking) include standard parking, obstacle detection and avoidance, a mechanical fault in one of the subsystems, and a security event.

5.2. Sample Scenarios

The following figures are pulled from the prototype to demonstrate the system’s functionality in the provided scenarios.

5.2.1. Scenario 1: Standard Parallel Parking Simulation

This first set of images demonstrate the driver-view while using APA in a standard parallel parking situation. From the customer specifications, in this case, the speed does not exceed five miles per hour, and the parking space must be at least 1.2 times the vehicle length or 9 feet.

The figure below shows the intro screen to the APA system.

![Figure 7: Welcome to APA screen](image)

This figure is the screen for the user to select the type of parking desired.
Figure 8: Select a parking type screen
The figure below indicates to the driver that APA is looking for the desired parking space, which is also 1.2 times the vehicle length to accommodate parallel parking.

Figure 9: Looking for a parallel parking space screen
This figure is the screen which prompts the driver for validation of the parking space and trajectory that were selected by the system as a security measure.
Figure 10: Verify parking space
The figure below is one image of the parking simulation beginning, where the gear is shifted into drive, and the car accelerates, but does not exceed 5mph (as shown on the speedometer).

Figure 11: Beginning to parallel park
During the parallel parking maneuver, the backup camera will also be displayed, as well as the composite camera views creating the aerial picture on the right side of the HMI.
Figure 12: Reversing while parallel parking
Another view of the parking maneuver in progress, this time with objects also in the surroundings. These are not seen as obstacles in this case, however, since the system knows these cars frame the desired parking space and do not cross the vehicle’s trajectory.

Figure 13: Continuing reversing
The figure below is the terminal screen, indicating the maneuver is over, the system is deactivated (as indicated by the APA button being in the off state), and that the driver has regained control of the vehicle.
5.2.2. Scenario 2: Subsystem Failure Simulation

These images demonstrate the behavior of the system in Scenario 2 proposed in the customer specifications, wherein there is a mechanical failure of one of the subsystems. In this case, the sensors and cameras in VPS fail, though the same sequence of events would also occur with that specific subsystem if BCS or any of the other subsystems were to fail, as indicated in the second sequence diagram. In this case, the system is deactivated, and control is returned to the driver. The failure could occur at any time; however, the figures below show the case in which it occurs with the VPS while initially searching for a parking space. The system goes through the initial stages (figures 7-9 above) before encountering the VPS failure. The following images show the divergence in behavior from that point. This figure indicates to the driver the error has been encountered.
Figure 15: Sensor error detected in VPS
This figure explains in further detail for the driver what the failure caused behaviorally.

Figure 16: Error explanation
The figure below indicates that in the case of a malfunction, the HMI should tell the driver to fix the malfunction by going to a dealership.
5.2.3. Scenario 3: Security Event Simulation

These images demonstrate the behavior of the system in Scenario 3 proposed in the customer specifications, wherein there is an attempted security breach by a malicious third-party. In this case, the third-party attempts to activate and execute an autonomous parking maneuver that was not initiated by the driver. This security event could occur at
any time; however, this case shows the instance when an external party attempts to activate and control parking/driving.

The system detects that APA was not activated by the driver, but rather attempted to be activated by another external source, and the activation is therefore invalidated in the figure below.

**Figure 19:** Attempted, and failed, security breach

Since the activation attempt failed, HMI informs the driver that the system is in fact off, and that the driver controls the vehicle in the figure below.

**Figure 20:** Deactivated APA following authentication failure
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